REHEARSAL ROOM 2
ENTRY BY DONATION
Reserve your seat on-line via the inSPACE page

The Book Of Loco
From Darkness the Day
Wasted
A Series Of Intimate Experiments
Degradation

10 JULY
24 OCTOBER
24 AUGUST
21 NOVEMBER

If the world was collapsing and you only had a notebook and a pen, what would you do? In The Book of Loco the audience is as much part of the journey as the storyteller himself.

Inspired by childhood memories and phobias, fairy tales and folklore From Darkness the Day is an immersive, whimsical and highly sophisticated work for children aged 7 and up.

Wasted is One Point 618’s newest work by Katrina Lazaroff. It explores the concept of wasted potential, looking at how life circumstance, environmental influences and social constructs impact on the way we direct our lives.

The Misery Children explore the intimate nature of one-on-one performance behind closed doors. The room you enter determines your adventure. What happens once you’re inside is up to you.

Degradation coalesces an abstract exploration of images, vignettes and transposed physical states that represent the spectrum of psychological and physical transformations wrought by opiate use.
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In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted a series of social experiments into the relationship between authority and obedience. The shocking and sensational findings of these experiments are the starting point for a new theatre work.

Centred on two inventors with some very unusual powers, this action-adventure performance explores the challenging duality of life-long professional pursuits and long-term relationships.


In 1970s Australia - the land of café curtains, orange and brown kitchens and shag pile carpets – the daughters of Anglo/Asian marriages are treading a precarious line between two cultures. What do they dream of? Who will they become?

Overlay
The Red Pinafore
The Milgram Project
Split Second Heroes
Rabbts
The Book Of Loco
From Darkness the Day
Wasted
A Series Of Intimate Experiments
Degradation

Magic, illusion and the notion of utopia within architecture. Examining how locations produce behaviours and language brings into being one’s existence.

In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted a series of social experiments into the relationship between authority and obedience. The shocking and sensational findings of these experiments are the starting point for a new theatre work.
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Magic, illusion and the notion of utopia within architecture. Examining how locations produce behaviours and language brings into being one’s existence.

In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted a series of social experiments into the relationship between authority and obedience. The shocking and sensational findings of these experiments are the starting point for a new theatre work.

Centred on two inventors with some very unusual powers, this action-adventure performance explores the challenging duality of life-long professional pursuits and long-term relationships.


In 1970s Australia - the land of café curtains, orange and brown kitchens and shag pile carpets – the daughters of Anglo/Asian marriages are treading a precarious line between two cultures. What do they dream of? Who will they become?

Overlay
The Red Pinafore
The Milgram Project
Split Second Heroes
Rabbts
The Book Of Loco
From Darkness the Day
Wasted
A Series Of Intimate Experiments
Degradation

Magic, illusion and the notion of utopia within architecture. Examining how locations produce behaviours and language brings into being one’s existence.

In 1961, psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted a series of social experiments into the relationship between authority and obedience. The shocking and sensational findings of these experiments are the starting point for a new theatre work.

Centred on two inventors with some very unusual powers, this action-adventure performance explores the challenging duality of life-long professional pursuits and long-term relationships.


In 1970s Australia - the land of café curtains, orange and brown kitchens and shag pile carpets – the daughters of Anglo/Asian marriages are treading a precarious line between two cultures. What do they dream of? Who will they become?